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NO TILL PLANTING John Wood and Earl White
observe how successfully no -tillplanting is preventing wind
erosion in this field recently planted in com. The photo,
taken within hours of the other photo, was taken at Hayes
Plantation.

CONVENTIONAL TILLAGE The above photo shows
severe wind erosion on a fieldrecently planted in com using
conventional tillage methods. This photo, taken along
Mexico Road, was taken the same day as the other photo.
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Medicaid Cuts
Continued From Page 5-8
doctor’s office or their
neighborhood pharmacy.”

The added cost is not
immediately visible. “It
comes when hospitals, to
recoup the money that used
to come from Medicaid,
raise their rates for rooms
and other services. Then the
companies providing
hospital insurance have to
pay more for their clients
using the hospital.

“This can only result in
continually increasing rates
for families that carry
hospital insurance- and for
business firms that pay all
or part of the premiums for
their employees. So this puts
the Medicaid cuts on the
back of people who pay their
own hospital and medical
bills.”

The Democratic chair-
man urged “a better ap-
proach tocontaining the rise
in medical expenses. The
‘meat axe’ approach is not
the answer.”

Good Conservation Tillage Systems Protects Against Soil Erosion
The contrasting pictures

above clearly show the
value of good conservation
tillage systems. Both of
these pictures were taken on
the same day during the
period of gale force winds
which shifted tons of sandy
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topsoil from unprotected
croplands across Chowan
County. It is important to
note there is no significant
difference between the two
fields shown. Both fields are
mapped in the Chowan -

Perquimans Soil Survey as
State fine sandy loam and
both fields were planted in
com several days before
these pictures were taken.

The field losing ground to
the wind was cultivated
using the convential clean
tillage method where very
littlecrop residue is left to
protect the topsoil. In parts
of this field the wind has
shifted the topsoil so much

Letter To Editor
Continued From Pago 8-B

physicians let nurses out of
the doset to live up to their
potential as nurse-
practitioners. Nurses can be
expected to refuse to stay
invisible, underpaid, and
patronized as “doctors,’
handmaidens”. Modern
nursing, with its many
avenues for advanced
training, has the potential to
vastly improve health
service delivery, with huge
benefits to a public ever
more beset by health
problems stemming from
the environment, the work
{dace, poor diets, poverty,
and the like. But first it will
be necessary to get the self-
serving American Medical
and American Hospital
associations off their backs.
If unreasonable restrictions
are not eased, the medical
profession may wake up
some day to find that it has
painted itself into a comer
labeled “Socialized
Medicine”.

For the Albemarle Family
Health Service, the damage
has been done. It has been a
sad affair for many people,
and one hopes that in the
future our medical com-
munity willrise above such
vicious, economically-based
jealousies.

N.B. Bullard

the com seeds are left bare.
The herbicides already
applied to this field will not
provide adequate weed
control. In short a great deal
of time, labor and money
invested in this field is gone
with the wind.

The field holding its own
has been planted in corn
using the conservation
tillage method (also called
no -til). Conservation tillage
insures maximum

protection for the soil
against all types of erosion
and helps to protect the
environment and thereby
the public health. Where
conservation tillage is used
heavy rains do not carry
valuable topsoil from
cropland to pollute our
streams and rivers, and
high winds do not turn into
dust storms which dirty our
homes, and leave us gasping
for breath.§* jjj liij
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The first cooking school in the US was the New York
Cooking School, which wes opened in 1976 by Juliet
Corson in her home.

Front Disc Brake Specials
e Disc Pads e Turn Rotors

e Installed *4195
‘Lifetime Guaranteed"

Mufflers
Domestic Cars A Trucks

*4s°^ n »tallod
Lube, Oil And Filter Change

Up To 5 QTS. Prwti. Oil

Complete Chasis Lubrication.
Oil Change

And A Parts Plus OilFilter

Special Sl4'-
Albemarle Auto Parts

482-3384 or 482-4454
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Citizens Can Help Control Add Hah j
the most damage. For
example, 212 Adirondack
lakes in upstate New York
are already fishless because
of acid rain and more than
19,000 lakes in Michigan are
susceptible to acidification.
The publication points out
that acid precipitation isn’t
always in the form, of rain;
in Los Angeles, it’s “acid
fog,” witti an acidity like
that of vinegar, that
blankets the city.

Finally, for the citizen
who wants to support the
Federation’s efforts to enact
legislation controlling acid
rain, the booklet .explains

A “primer”on acid rain -

its formation, its impact,
and how citizens can help
pass legislation controlling
it - is available free of
charge from the National
Wildlife Federation. The
publication discusses, in
language that the non -

scientist can understand, i
how acid precipitation has j
come to destroy the fish and i
aquatic life in hundreds of i
lakes across the country. |

It also summarizes
statistics on where acid rain '
(formed when sulfur dioxide ]
emissions combine with ]
moisture in the air) is doing i

• how he can help. To geftti
; publication, write Jihl

National Wild|if§
Federation, Departtieii
No., 1412 Sixteenth s4*4
NW, Washington, B.(f,
20096.
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• Effective 10 days 2 §
after issue. | §

• For individuals or 1 t
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• Pays in addition to; t
other insurance yoii i.
may have. Sj g

1 - Contact - | !

Earl G. Harrell
Phone: 482-2259 = |
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For Sale

(Frame House
3 bedroom*, livingroom, den, kitchen mid

Mobile Home
. .1878 Champion Doablewide 54 x 24. Brick underpinned on

corner lot, 1M x 25# *lxe. Completely oet up.

Home Realtti
Dan VB£ 2153 NlgM 382 2375
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/ 20x 175 reg -$4.8953.77 X Bushes

jr V 7 26x13/8 REG. 55.29 $3.97
—__*

]V* REG. $5.99 $3.97 Plentiful Pot

Jeremone Rice | Plants .Geraniums rajSl Hanging 1:
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9* R^.r,an7 ,V W 488 QQ* : ,
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